
00:41:14 Toros Aledjian: HEllo Everyone if you have a question please preface your question here 

with "Q:" before typing your question in the chat for us to quickly identify your questions.  Thanks 

00:42:27 michalkrawczyk: Hi Everyone :) 

00:42:54 Sachin: Hi Michal 

00:43:06 sada: Q: Do we have the capability to integrate Digital signature for E invoice by using 

BTP? can we have the signer application to sign JSON/XML  or PDF using HSM 

00:43:58 Ravi Kumar V Garre: Q: How SAP Integration Suite is different than SAP CPI (Cloud 

Platform Integration)? 

00:45:26 Toros Aledjian: Hello everyone 

 

All presentation material and the recording for todays session will be uploaded tohe following link 

 

https://webinars.sap.com/2021-12-31-sap-btp-customer-value-network-global/en/upcoming 

00:45:36 michalkrawczyk: Ravi - SAP IS it’s the new name for SAP CPI 

00:45:48 Toros Aledjian: Please join us in our upcoming events 

 

 

October 6, 2021 SAP BTP Customer Value Network - Create an Open & Agile Enterprise With 

Unified Data & Real-Time Analytics 

Episode 4 in the Deloitte Series 

https://webinars.sap.com/eur/2021-09-22-sap-ie-btp-dwc-deloitte-webinar/en/home 

Asia Pacific & Japan 16:00 AEST (07:00 CET - 10:30 IST - 14:00 JST - 13:00 SGT) 

Europe & The Americas 11:00 ET (08:00 PT - 17:00 CET)  

 

 

October 12-14, 2021 SAP BTP Customer Value Network Innovation Webinar Series For North America 

https://webinars.sap.com/noam/2021-10-121314-sap-ie-btp-cvn-innovation-webinar-us/en/home 

11:00am - 1pm ET (08:00am - 10:00am PT) 

 

 

If you are also interested in joining our SAP Garage Series please use this link: 

 

https://webinars.sap.com/eur/2021-05-05-sap-ie-btp-garage-webinar-part2/en/registration.aspx 

00:48:01 Siddhesh: Q: What are our plans to close the current gaps in adapters from Cloud 

Integration VS PI/PO? Ex. SFTP Content conversion, or JDBC connectivity to on-prem DB and IBM 

WebSphere MQ.. 



00:49:40 Maqdoom Mohammed: Q: Will Data Intelligence be one stop solution for data 

integration scenarios like initial loads , real time replication / delta load transfers from SAP to SAP 

systems or SAP to Non SAP systems or SAP any  prim or S4 MTE ??  

00:51:04 Salil Mehta: Q: what is SAP’s API strategy … continue to use oData or shift to simpler 

more widely accepted format? 

00:52:20 Sakthi: Q: Is Event Mesh now a part of integration suite? 

00:53:05 Sachin: Do we have any option other than JMS for Retry or resend the message from 

CPI 

00:56:23 Thomas Reith: Q: what about the product strategy for this IS? E.g. will Cloud 

Integration or Data Intelligence still be available as seperate products or only as parts within the 

Integration Suite? 

00:56:45 Mojib Rahman: How do we migrate/move NON Cloud Based current integration in PO 

to SAP IS . Do we have to go for a fresh integration ? 

00:57:32 Navneet: @Udo we have PO licensing and for integration suite separate licensing 

model . is there any plan to offer single licensing capability? 

00:59:53 michalkrawczyk: Mojib - you can automatically migrate the current integration - 

we will be showing that during the demo in a few mins 

01:00:06 Salil Mehta: Q: Does SAP provide a way of moving ccBPMs to the Integration suite? 

01:00:36 michalkrawczyk: @Salil - no, such an accelerator does not exist 

01:01:54 Salil Mehta: @Michal - :( … we have 60 of those 

01:02:59 michalkrawczyk: @Salil - dev part is the easy part (from our experience), manual 

testing of that is the nightmare… for that we have a solution 

01:03:22 michalkrawczyk: so you can easily test those as many times as you want 

01:03:36 Salil Mehta: @Michal : what is it? 

01:04:10 michalkrawczyk: Int4 IFTT (iPaas migration edition) - we will be showing a demo 

in a few mins 

01:04:29 Salil Mehta: Thanks @Michal 

01:04:34 michalkrawczyk: np 

01:08:32 Udo Paltzer: @sada: Kindly find here the link to further information about the 

security capabilities of SAP Cloud Integration: 

https://help.sap.com/viewer/368c481cd6954bdfa5d0435479fd4eaf/Cloud/en-

US/0f716871d7e24a82943d3c4a233fc437.html. I hope this helps regarding your security related 

question, otherwise kindly let me know. 



01:09:10 Siddhesh: Q: Integration Cell will have features from Integration Suite or from 

PI/PO or both? 

01:12:48 Udo Paltzer: @Sachin: The JMS adapter is the default capability to implement the 

retry handling, which can be used together with any adapter type. Additionally, some adapter types, e. 

g. XI-adapter, have also retry capabilities, however there are only very few adapters who have their own 

retry handling. The standard capability for retry handling is the JMS adapter using JMS queues. 

01:12:49 Maqdoom Mohammed: Do we have a plan to move integration suit from SAP neo 

Environment to Cloud Foundry ? and What is the plan on High Availability and Disaster Recovery with 

respect to Data centers for the services/applications provided on integration suite. 

01:15:55 Udo Paltzer: @Thomas: Yes, SAP Data Intelligence and SAP Cloud integration are key 

services of SAP Integration Suite. Since both products fullfil use cases with very different requirements, 

such as data integration with huge payloads vs. Process integration scenarios with small payloads in 

synchronous scenarios, the capabilities are implemented in different tools; however, we’ll bring the 

different capabilities closer together, e. g. Re-use of similar artefacts, such as security material etc. 

01:16:26 Thomas Reith: Udo: thanks 

01:16:41 Sanjay Sharma: Can we connect one S4 system and One ECC system with integration 

suite ? where PO from  ECC can be created as Sale order in S4 automatically ? 

01:19:51 Shamly M M: Q: How practical is the as is  reuseabilty of the packages for business 

processes? Do you have any feed back from business who have already adopted CPI, with regards to 

reuseability ? 

01:22:50 Udo Paltzer: Regarding the PO licensing question: Yes, the license models for SAP 

Process Orchestration and SAP Integration Suite are different. However, there are options available in 

which your SAP Process Orchestration license is acknowledged as part of your SAP Integration Suite for a 

few years, meaning there can be discounts applied for a period of time. For further information you can 

reach out to your account executive from SAP. 

01:23:31 Surajit: Can it be deployed both CI and PO or only 1 at time? Also is it possible to deploy 

1 iflow in CI while second one on PO? 

01:24:32 Thomas Reith: this is not the presentation screen.  Maybe you change to your screen 

which only shows the main slide... 

01:24:59 Sanjay Sharma: Do we have Dev / PRD environment with transport so that testing can 

be done? 

01:25:46 Sachin: @Arti - How to handle the updates of pre-package content or a specific iflow 

01:27:45 Udo Paltzer: @Salil: One help to migrate your integration scenarios from SAP Process 

Orchestration to SAP Integration Suite are all the best practices and guidelines that are available as part 

of SAP Integration Suite. You can find these guidelines in the user documentation here: 

https://help.sap.com/viewer/368c481cd6954bdfa5d0435479fd4eaf/Cloud/en-

US/6803389050a0487ca16d534583414d2b.html 



01:28:07 Salil Mehta: Thanks a lot @Udo 

01:29:21 Arti Gopalan: Hello Sachin, updates from SAP for the prebuilt content will be notified 

to you in cloud integration design view if you have consumed it. And this update can then be accepted 

by your team - this decision is left to the customer’s integration development team. 

01:33:24 Udo Paltzer: @Sidhesh: The hybrid deployment option of SAP Integration Suite will 

cover the key capabilities of SAP Integration Suite and additionally also further capabilities, e. G. 

Adapters, which are typically used in an on-premise environment, e. G. RFC, file, OFTP2 etc. 

01:34:03 Siddhesh: @Udo - Thank you!! 

01:36:32 Udo Paltzer: @Maqdoom: There are plans to provide additional high availability 

capabilities, namely via multi-availability zones, which will basically provide multiple instances of SAP 

Integration Suite, so in case one availability zone (equal to a data center) would go down, then 

automatically another availability zone will take over. The support of multi-availability zones is planned 

for early 2022. 

01:37:05 Deepak Mantry : @Marcin   @Michal  We have a requirement for migrating SAP 

CPI (Neo) to Integration Suite . Do you support this migration path? 

01:39:31 michalkrawczyk: @Deepak - please have a look at this article - 

https://int4.com/cpi-content-migration-to-cloud-foundry-environment-part-1 

01:39:42 michalkrawczyk: to see how to move from Neo to CF 

01:39:49 Udo Paltzer: @Sanjay: Yes, the key capability of SAP Integration Suite is to connect / 

integrate different applications, such as SAP S/4HANA, SAP SuccessFactors, SAP Ariba, SAP ERP and so 

on with each other. There are more than 2100 integration flows available with out of the box integration 

content to integrate SAP and non-SAP applications with each other. All this pre-packaged integration 

content can be found on the public SAP API Business Hub at http://api.sap.com. 

01:40:24 michalkrawczyk: @Deepak - video is also here: https://int4.com/automated-

testing-of-sap-neo-to-sap-cloud-foundry-migrations 

01:44:13 Sreejith Nair: How about leveraging more adapters in Integration Suite, do SAP have a 

roadmap for the same with no additional license costs  

01:45:10 Deepak Mantry : Thanks Michal 

01:46:34 Udo Paltzer: @Shamly: In general the integration packages provided together with 

SAP Integration Suite as they are, I. e. Without any modifications. The modifications “only” required in 

case customers adopt / customise their backend systems or the overall business process, e. g. adding 

further applications into a business process etc. 

01:48:18 Udo Paltzer: @Sanjay: Yes, integration flows can be deployed on both SAP Cloud 

Integration / SAP Integration Suite as well as SAP Process Orchestration 7.5. 

01:50:34 Shamly M M: Thanks Udo 

01:53:51 Hari Prasad: Thank you so much for interesting and usefull session. 



01:54:11 Sachin: Thank you 

01:55:02 michalkrawczyk: also lessons learned from SAP PO to SAP CPI from Eng Swee 

Yeoh - https://int4.com/sap-po-to-sap-cpi-migration-lessons-learned-video 

01:55:23 Siddhesh: Thank you for the informative session!! 

01:56:03 Vikas Kumar: Thanks everyone for detailed session. 

01:58:11 Maqdoom Mohammed: Thank you Udo 

01:58:58 Maqdoom Mohammed: This link has scheduled seminars list 

https://st1.zoom.us/web_client/6ltmb5/html/externalLinkPage.html?ref=https://webinars.sap.com/202

1-12-31-sap-btp-customer-value-network-global/en/upcoming 

01:59:14 Maqdoom Mohammed: can we have repository for the recording and deck 


